Newsletter: May 2016
Are you missing the mark?
When people ask me what I do for a living and I say “I sell industrial identification equipment and solutions for
traceability” it’s not unusual to get a blank look and immediately asked in response “what’s that?” As soon as I
mention VIN identification and car recalls they get it and we talk further about the many places that marking is
around us.
Whether you realize it or not, marking is more in demand today than ever before. While automotive and food related
recalls may be what people are most familiar with, the marking applied (Continued on page 2)
MARKING
TRACEABILITY
PRODUCT OF THE MONTH

Automator dot peen and lasers
marking systems offer versatility
for applying alpha/numeric, logos,
and bar codes for traceability of parts,
date codes, heat numbers & more.

Mobile Epiphany’s mobile app makes
capturing the data easier than ever.
Their “Lego” style platform is
available for cloud-based or server
based operation and allows you to
quickly:

Data-entry options:









Manual entry
Bar code scanning
RS232 serial
Ethernet

Available as bench model for standalone operation, handheld portable
for marking in the field, and in-line for
production line operation.
To learn more about these machine
options download literature:
http://www.leadingmarks.com/solutio
ns/marking-literature/

Create forms
Capture data
Auto-triggers

Brady ID offers a full line of
thermal printer options for shortrun or production label needs.
Label material options range from
paper, polyester, vinyl and
tamper-evident options that
security of assets in addition to
the printed bar codes for
traceability.
Printers are available for:

These electronic forms don’t require
redundant data-entry and enhance
documentation that minimizes
exposure to risk.






Component ID
Wire ID
Safety & Waring
Facility ID

To learn more about the mobile app
User friendly software allows the
platform down load literature at:
label to be created quickly and
http://www.leadingmarks.com/solutio printing on-demand.
ns/traceability-literature/
Read about the BMP55 and
BMP71:
http://www.leadingmarks.com/po
sts/brady-label-printers/
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Continued from page 1: to the products we use every day are vital to business’s
bottom line and the safety of us, the users.
Industrial identification helps to insure the correct components are being assembled,
or track the material, date of manufacture – even as far as what line or operator was
involved in the production. Construction is made simpler when structural steel
sections are marked with piece-part identification helping the operator insure beams
are correctly erected. And in our personal lives it helps insure medical processes are
associated with the correct patient – including the traceability of devices used in the
procedures.
Depending on where I am when in these discussions it is easy to find examples of the
marks that surround us all the time. At a restaurant, look at the utensils or the
condiments; in your yard (where I like to be the best!) look at the shovels, rakes,
hatchets; or in your home check out the appliances, door hinges and locks. When
you are at the mall you probably don’t give much thought to the way-finding signs or
identification for fire alarms, AED’s or other emergency related devices, but without
them we would be lost in times of need.
More and more industries are requiring products to be marked with machinereadable codes that can be quickly scanned to obtain critical data, or to minimize
liabilities that impact the risk associated from material defects, operational design
failures or like circumstances.
How the product gets marked takes into consideration the type of material being
marked, the amount of information that needs to be marked, at what point in the
production the marking will be done, and the cycle available to apply the mark.
While direct-part marking is the most permanent identification, some products may
be at risk with these processes. Therefore, labeling or tags may be more applicable.
Options for the adhesives and/or retention devices are available, and again take into
consideration the application and environment for which the component will be
used.
Now that more and more parts are marked with the addition of bar codes,
organizations often struggle with how to capture and use the data. Smart devices
and bar code scanners that interface with databases allow quicker capture of the
data. Recently I worked with an organization that incorporated a laser to mark the
metal tag on a valve at their testing station rather than marking where additional
part handling would have been required. They were able to apply the bar code with
other product details once the product passed the test. And yet another project I
was working on incorporated a thermal transfer printer in the testing station.
Through the machine communication that was able to trigger the marking details,
these organizations were also able to capture the pertinent test information about
the product that might arise in the future.
As industry requires marking more often, I must admit that marking and traceability
of products has never been more exciting.

How can I help you mark your part and capture the details?
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